
 

THE MIRROR'S EDGE 

 

            A road, not unlike most leading into any town, sat clouded in the dust kicked up from 

quick-paced pedestrians and the rolling wheels of carts and wagons.  Tomorrow was the first day 

of 'The Festival of Stars', a time for celebration held throughout the land, and all take part.  What 

marked the next eight days from any other time of the year was how during the night hours a vast 

trail of lights danced across the sky.  The path was painted in brilliant colors, ranging from dark 

reds to deep violets, highlighted in canary yellow and rosy pinks.  The festival was considered by 

farmers and city-folk alike to be the introduction of a new year.   

            On that town road walked a gentleman fitted with a low-rimmed straw hat.  Covered in 

trail dust and a pack thrown over one shoulder, he continued in a long-legged gait towards his 

night's roost.  To some, his appearance suggested he might be one of the many vagabonds who 

travel on a whim to earn some coin and then continue on, only visiting to fill his belly with drink 

and mutton.  But this traveler was much more.  He had a determination most men never feel and 

even fewer could understand.  His heart was driven by beauty.    

            On that clear afternoon, he strode towards the town's eastern gate.  A line of eager 

petitioners extended from the main entrance waiting to gain admittance.  Faces smiling at the 

thought of future mischief.  Horses pawing at the earth with anticipation of freeing themselves of 

the heavily-laden carts.  Kids running to and fro tossing wild flowers at one another, laughing at 

the slightest taunt.  Quick with purpose, the traveler made to a smaller door set to the right of the 

monstrous gate to admit foot traffic.  Upon entering, his first thoughts were to wash down some 



of the dust in his parched throat at a tavern and get a bed.  The leading thoroughfare stretched 

ahead, lined with shop fronts and small vending carts.  Making his way through some narrowed 

streets filled with bustling crowds, the traveler broke into an open market.   

            Now, at this point, most pedestrians continued through, glancing from vendor to vendor 

without so much as a pause.  But for this gentleman, his weariness vanished and a vigor took 

hold, for before him stood a large alabaster fountain.  A one foot wide and two foot high wall 

encircled a pool of water with an exquisitely carved maiden at its center.  To the normal 

onlooker, the statue appeared aged with small pocks and chips, rarely cared for by human 

hands.  She stood with a slight slouch, poised with palms outstretched and faced upward.  Water 

poured out of her delicate hands, seeming to offer a gift to appease the gods.  She was dressed in 

a simple robe having an angular cut at the base, exposing her leg and a sandaled foot.  Nothing a 

casual eye would find overly appealing.  But, to the traveler, an inner beauty glowed and he 

could only perceive the masterful craftsmanship brought it to bear.  Her high cheekbones and 

well-proportioned lips in a half-hearted smile exuded a sense of untarnished innocence.  Her eyes 

held a gentle sadness, crafted as if to express contentment with her place in this world but 

subdued by its realities.  

            After standing in mounting awe and taking in every detail, he knew he must find the 

creator, to see if such beauty was granted to mortals.  Rapidly, he made his way from merchant 

to merchant to see if they knew of the crafter and where they might be found.  Much time had 

passed before he gathered enough information to know that the crafter lived only a few blocks 

from the southern edge of the market.  The traveler was told to look for the rough-cut, rearing 

lioness statue. 



            Feeling invigorated, he sped in the direction of the crafter's home.  Stepping hurriedly 

through some turns and twists, he spotted a lioness standing before a building on a side street.  If 

it were not for the statue, the building would have looked the same as those surrounding.  The 

structure stood two stories high and connected to buildings on either side.  The first story was 

comprised of large white blocks of stone with the upper floors made of a dark wood.  A door 

split the first story in two, and three shuddered windows lined the second.   

            He walked up to the door and rapped with a controlled patience, hoping to find someone 

home.  The sound of footsteps grew behind the door and an older man's voice called out. 

            "What's ya business?" 

            "I have come to inquire on a piece of your work." 

            "And what might ya want'n to know?" 

            "The fountain that stands in a market not too far from ..." 

            The door opened. 

            The first thing noticeable was the waft of fresh earth and burning oil.  Inside the door 

stood a man of average height with a large, barrel chest.  His body maintained the physique of a 

young man used to working with his hands and lifting heavy objects but lines aged his 

face.  Clean-shaven and hair slicked back with a perfumed oil, the older gentlemen stood 

barefoot in the doorway.  Over his shoulder draped a belt holding various chisels and odd 

instruments, revealing him as a stone crafter. 



            "Oh.  That be an ol’ one from many years ‘go.  Fine piece, aye." 

            "You see, I am also an artist, a painter.  I find inspiration in such beauty." 

            "Stop ya prattle an' come in.  No need to stand at me door and have pep’ talkin’.  I've 

some tea brewin'." 

            The traveler explained to the crafter his desire to learn if someone had posed for the 

centerpiece.  After sharing a sweet tea and a few tales, the traveler asked where he might find the 

girl.  The crafter said she left with her family to an outlying village about two hours away to take 

over an orchard her father was interested in.  After some explanation of the exact whereabouts of 

this house, the traveler was on his way.   

            He spent the remainder of the day in a frenzied walk towards the orchard.  By evening, 

when the sun dipped below the horizon, sending out an array of brilliant oranges, he came upon 

the site.  But to his surprise, all that stood was the burned down and empty husk of a house.  The 

plot showed no recent use and what remained of the orchard was overgrown.   

            A great sorrow filled the traveler's heart.  Weariness began to creep through his 

body.  Knowing he neither could nor would want to trudge back to town, he decided to take 

refuge in the gutted spine of the house.  Sleep easily fell upon him and his sorrow ebbed away. 

            With a start, the traveler awoke, alert that something moved in the forest beyond his 

view.  The scene was quietly lighted with the reds from the lit-up midnight sky, streaked with 

heaven's yearly celebration.  Sweat began to bead on his forehead and a queasiness bored into his 



stomach.  Minutes passed and nothing else seemed to move nor make a sound.  Even the night's 

noises were held at bay. 

            With unearthly speed, a large, hairy form burst forth from behind a bush and leapt 

towards the traveler.  Not even knowing exactly how the next seconds passed, the traveler, with 

an instinct for survival, grabbed a burned chunk of wood from the ground.  With but a split-

second thought, he drove the wood deep into the chest of the pouncing, shaggy beast.  The next 

moment was filled with a heavy weight and a bright flash of pain. 

 

                        *                      *                      *                      * 

 

            "The Beast!" 

            With a sharp intake of breath, the traveler awoke to pain.  Thickening blood marred the 

front of his shirt.  A thick mass pinned his legs to the ground. 

            The traveler forced his eyes to focus on this new and painful day.  The body of the 

creature lay atop him and the smell of blood and fear saturated his body and clothes. 

            Thrusting the brute off, the traveler pulled himself to his feet to see what remained. 

            The creature laid there in a knotted fashion.  Coarse hair coated the body from head to 

toe.  The facial features seemed a cross of a dog and a bear.  Large canines lined the extended 

jaw with the lips pulled high and bloodied.  Its arms and legs were elongated with matted paws 



ending in sickle-shaped claws.  The bestial eyes were a deep yellow with round pupils now 

drawn to pinpoints.  The full size of the creature could easily match that of a horse. 

            The traveler, knowing this no natural beast, decided he must burn the monstrosity. 

            Pain ripped through his mind as he reached for the creature.  Just above the traveler's left 

elbow, the beast had torn hard into his flesh, leaving large gaping slashes.  The cuts looked deep 

and the wound appeared to already be reddened and festering. 

            Pushing through the agonizing process of collecting wood, the pyre was built.  A flame 

that started as a mere spark quickly grew into a fast-burning blaze.  The fire, upon contact with 

the beast, began to take on a bluish tint.  The smoke billowing above slowed to more of a fluid 

motion and took substance.  Standing in all her elegance, a young woman hung suspended over 

the heap.  Her body consisted of a translucent, azure smoke and ended in wispy trails rather than 

feet.  The only distinguishing features were found in her face.  The traveler instantly placed her 

visage back to the statue.  

            The spectral form drifted down to the earth and her desperate eyes were locked on to his. 

            "You have destroyed my crooked, earthly form.  I thank you," a hollow but distinctly 

feminine voice came from the wraith. 

            Turning to see what flickered to his right, the traveler peered over his shoulder only to 

find her there. 

            "Please set my soul free…  I am locked…" 



            With a start, he turned back to where she had stood just seconds before.  There she stood 

again. 

            "Seek the land's pestilence, Mother Fletcher her name.  Rotting is she in nature's 

womb.  The broken trees." 

            In a blink, she stood away from him and the pyre, in a corner of the house.  Her figure 

dropped to a knee and peered at the traveler expectantly.  Then she vanished. 

            The traveler was stunned and lost in a maze of twisted thoughts and emotions.  Without 

knowing how he got there, he stood over the place she had last crouched, feeling a force pulling 

him down.  He began to dig with an impassioned frenzy, the pain forgotten.  Breaking through 

the surface, he found a wooden box that must have been buried long ago.  Picking up the box, his 

slight fingers broke through the weakened casing and everything fell to the ground. 

            A glint caught his eye in the loose dirt and debris.  Underneath the rubbish lay a small 

talisman.  A thin, gold chain wove itself into an unusual, knotted trinket.  The charm was a small 

mirror with delicate gold trimming.  Taking the talisman in hand, he turned to watch the fire 

return to normal and die. 

            After resting an hour, his head began to throb and the earth seemed to give off a cold that 

penetrated his being.  With his business complete, the traveler thought it best to return to town 

before his fatigue overcame him. 

            Twice before reaching the sculptor's house, the traveler took a break when his head 

would swoon and his steps faltered.  From what little memory he retained of the following 



events, he recalled telling his story to the stonecutter and retching the late dinner he had been 

offered. 

            That night, he suffered feverish nightmares.  They depicted the fountain girl who 

endlessly repeated her plea.  But, unlike what occurred, she would instead turn into the beast and 

rend him limb from limb.  He also found himself walking down a trail in a gnarled forest, 

seeming perverted from unspeakable corruption, and ghastly creatures would burst forth from the 

shadowy foliage to feast on his flesh.  He was powerless to stop their attacks.  All he could do 

was scream. 

 

                        *                      *                      *                      * 

 

            Beast!! Run!! 

            The traveler slammed through low-hanging branches at a full sprint, heading down the 

constricted, forest trail.  His heart pounded in his chest from all the exertion.  Sweat stung his 

eyes, adding to his frustration.  His breathing was in desperate gasps, trying to feed his aching 

lungs. 

            It’s behind me!!  Go, GO!! 



            The blur of trees to his sides remained an impenetrable wall of undergrowth.  Gashes on 

his face and hands seeped blood.  The constant stinging from a sore shoulder kept his mind in a 

cloud of agony. 

            Its breath, so hot!!  The teeth, so sharp!! 

            All came to an end.  A wall of rock rose in front, cutting off his forward 

progress.  Unable to stop, his body slammed into the solid stone face, the traveler spilled to the 

ground.  His body laid still and unresponsive, wracked with pain from the collision.  Eventually, 

the traveler pulled himself up and started clawing at the wall, his hands left trails of blood as he 

uselessly tore at the stone. 

            No!!  Let me out!! 

            A hot blast of air hit the traveler's back.  It was over.  He knew the end was here.  The 

beast had found him.  He curled up like a newborn babe and began to cry. 

            The vile creature.  Nnooo mmooorrre..." 

 

                        *                      *                      *                      * 

 

            Light shining down from a nearby window woke him. 



            "Well, the burnin' of ya fever has stopped."  The sculptor stooped down and unlayered 

the blankets.  "Eat." 

            The traveler forcibly pushed himself up to eat, his heading pounding.  The fever did 

nothing to abate his hunger.  A tray topped with a bowl of broth and a chunk of bread sat on a 

table next to him.  With a ravenous surge, the traveler had two bowls' worth and a complete 

round of bread.  His thirst seemed endless, even after four cups of cool water.  His hands still 

trembled from the past nights' experiences as he ate. 

            "Give me a day, good sir, to recuperate and off I must go to end this nightmare," the 

traveler asked. 

            "Do what ya mus', son." 

            After a day of nothing but continued sleeping and eating, the traveler could no longer 

maintain his patience.  He could feel the draw of her depraved soul.  The constant tugging on his 

mind was growing stronger.  

            The following morning, the traveler once again began his trek to find the beauty he 

encountered that first day in the market.  The constant calling he felt led him back towards the 

old farmhouse.  Nearing his destination, he could see the orchard that must have been once a 

bountiful sight to look upon.  But, instead of continuing towards the house, he veered north 

towards a distant treeline. 

            The woods that stretched out before him were not the same as in his dream but a trail cut 

right through and seemed his only option, calling to him like a gentle lullaby. 



            Picking up the pace, he sped down the trail into the unknown. The woods thickened as he 

made his way and the light from above penetrated less and less.  The trail slowly constricted and 

day seemed to turn to night.  The traveler knew the sun still sat high in the sky but the cramped 

vegetation made it impossible for any light to break through. 

            His pace slowed and his dread grew.  The sounds of nature gradually 

quieted.  Occasionally, he would turn, thinking he saw fiery eyes peering at him from the depths 

of the woods.  His head and arm began to throb from the returning ache from his 

injuries.  Fatigue ate into his heart and purpose.  The despair still lingering in his mind started to 

grow by the minute and his feral dreams seeped into his reality.  The steps he took became 

harder and harder to make. 

            The faint smell of smoke penetrated the stuffy air around him.  The track widened and 

opened into a clearing with a small, wooden shack sitting in the middle.  The structure appeared 

to be crudely built and made from the forest’s litterings.  A small wisp of smoke climbed from a 

hole in the thatched roof.  Surrounding the cottage were standing-poles topped with various 

animal and human skulls, and cross-bars affixed with lines of twine knotted with sticks and small 

bones.  An unused smoking rack and a smoldering fire pit with a spitted animal sat off to one 

side. 

            Courage, the traveler cried inside his head while squeezing the talisman around his 

neck.  He worked up the nerve and approached the front to push through the front door.  The 

clumsy barrier was a tattered flap pinned to the top of the door frame. 



            As his hand touched, something hit him hard, sending him off his feet in a backwards fall 

and landing hard on the solid ground.  The traveler laid in the entry with a woman of unearthly 

beauty atop him.  She stared at him with hate burning in her crystal blue eyes.  Cold hands 

clenched down on his throat, cutting off all his breath.  The traveler’s greatest efforts to dislodge 

the woman proved to be futile.  Her strength, having to be that of four grown men, did not abate. 

            His surroundings were beginning to dim, the inevitability of entering the abyss was 

crashing in on him, and panic rose from his gut.  His gaze drifted up again to the face of his 

assailant, her perfect features started to blur from his tearing eyes.  The pinching of the 

talisman’s chain cut into his neck as her hands continued to constrict his neck.  The mirror 

danced around in the struggle, flashing to and fro in the light.  

            With a start, her head jerked down and she released him in a cry of agony.  Her skin lit up 

in an iridescent flame and her body began to age rapidly.  The once young woman now looked to 

be a wilted and ragged crone with four blood-red eyes, stacked pairs on an elongated 

forehead.  Her jaw hung at awkward angle with a twin-line of serrated teeth behind taut 

lips.  With a cry of sheer terror, she turned into a pile of dirt. 

            The traveler, up on an elbow, gasped for breath.  Looking to his chest to see what caused 

her release of his neck, he saw the mirrored talisman flash brilliantly and disappear. 

            Eyes stinging and blinded from the searing burst, his heart abruptly felt relieved of an 

unseen pressure and replaced by a sense of emptiness.  Minutes passed as he lay there.  His 

vision did not return.  The traveler screamed. 

 



                        *                      *                      *                      * 

 

            A week had passed and he stood again before the gates of the city.  Not knowing exactly 

why, the traveler decided to return to the fountain.  He was struck with dismay when he neared 

his destination.  The fountain was not pouring forth water as before; it sat quiet and 

still.  Though, he could smell the scent of fresh flowers.  He could feel her calming peace wash 

over him, and his heart was lifted, for there would always be a remembrance of her delicate 

beauty, not the horrific tragedy that befell her. 

 


